COPE® CONDUIT TO WIRE BASKET Clip

COPE®'s new wire basket accessory, the Conduit to Wire Basket Clip, aids in the attachment of conduit to wire basket. The only tool needed is a pair of pliers. One part offers two configurations, allowing for mounting of 1/2” to 1-1/4” EMT connectors. The bottom mount design can also be configured for side mounting.

For more information, visit copecabletray.com

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

- Two different latching configurations built into every clip
  - Configuration 1: accommodates 1/2”, 3/4” and 1” EMT Connectors
  - Configuration 2: accommodates 1/2”, 3/4” and 1-1/4” EMT Connectors
- Bottom mounting for all load depth
- Can be side mounted to 4” and 6” load depth wire baskets

Part # CAT-EMT-.5-1.25
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